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The assessment cycle

Project goals & objectives
Learning objectives (?)
Potential impact

Implement your 
publishing project

Assessment

Make changes
Adjust goals
Improve processes
Communicate value



What do you want to know?
1. How are you doing relative to your original 

goals and objectives



Is this an assessable goal?

"For the colleges and universities to regain, 
liberate, or occupy scholarly communication"



Things we can assess
● Did students learn what you intended when 

submitting to your undergraduate research 
journal?

● Did your IR make faculty research more 
accessible?

● Did you project save students or researchers 
money?



What do you want to know?
1. How are you doing relative to your original 

goals and objectives

2. Is there a part of your service or project that 
you think/know could be improved



Things we can assess
● Are people accessing our content?
● Do faculty understand how to submit an 

article to the IR?
● Are your review criteria understood by your 

reviewers?



Let’s develop some assessment 
questions!

● Think about
○ What is your top priority?
○ Which audience are you most interested in? 

(Students, your faculty, researchers, readers, etc.)
○ What are the potential intended uses of the data?



How will this be useful?
● Your assessment 

strategy has to 
focus on your 
question and the 
usefulness of the 
results.



What can you assess?
● What do people believe? 
● What do people know?
● What do people say they do?
● What can people demonstrate they can do?



Assessment Strategies
● Surveys
● Focus groups
● Interviews
● Usage data
● Money!
● Authentic assessment

Qualitative AND 
Quantitative



Surveys
● Tools: Google Forms, Survey Monkey, 

Survey Gizmo, tons of others
● Tips

○ Know what you are looking for before you begin
○ Keep it short and simple!
○ Make sure questions are neutral, don't lead
○ Don't ask questions that participants can't answer or 

can't remember



Focus groups and 
interviews
● Formal or informal
● Good for exploring nuance
● Record (ask for permission) or take good 

notes



Usage data
● You already have this (probably)
● Altmetrics, traditional metrics
● You’ll need to provide context, which can be 

tricky
○ Is 4000 views good or bad?

● Combining usage data with qualitative 
feedback can be very effective



Money!
● How much money did your publishing project 

save students/faculty/researchers?



Authentic assessment
● Especially helpful for student projects, 

looking at their work to determine what they 
learned.



Let’s determine an assessment 
strategy!

● Are you assessing: Attitudes, knowledge, 
reported experience, demonstrated 
experience

● Remember that you want your results to be 
useful?



What are your next steps?


